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ABSTRACT
This papers investigates underlying mechanisms for human response to wind turbine noise by studying the effects
in terms of source detection, recognition and annoyance with and without road traffic noise. Recordings from a
single 1.8-MW wind turbine have been mixed with samples of highway noise and of local roads at different signal-
to-noise ratios. These fragments have been presented to 50 normal-hearing participants in a two-stage experiment.
First, annoyance and source recognition have been evaluated during quiet leisure activities in background noise,
with people unaware of the actual purpose. Secondly, wind turbine noise had to be identified in a paired compari-
son test. The second focused identification task indicates that wind turbine noise detectability in background noise
at different signal-to-noise ratios is clearly different in highway noise than in noise from local roads. Furthermore,
individuals with higher detection scores are also more capable to recognize wind turbine noise in the non-focused
listening experiment, and better recognition could be linked with higher annoyance reports. These findings sug-
gest that higher level appraisal, emotional and/or cognitive processes contribute to reported wind turbine noise
annoyance, but further research is needed to consolidate this hypothesis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbine installation are an important source of renewable energy, but especially in more densely populated

areas they are often faced with opposition as the installations affect the surrounding landscape and soundscape.
Moreover, scientific research shows that wind turbine noise annoyance occurs to a higher degree than other sources
of community noise at the same average noise exposure level [1–5]. Possible causal/contributing acoustical factors
are complex sound generation, propagation and perception related effects, such as the directivity and periodicity
of the noise [6], amplitude modulations [7] and low-frequency content [2, 8, 9]. Additionally, wind turbine noise
appears to be poorly masked by road traffic noise due to spectral, temporal and spatial differences [4]. Natural
sounds like wind-induced vegetation noise and airborne sea noise lead to more promising results in experimental
test conditions, but complete energetic masking remains difficult to obtain [10].

Naturally, there is more to noise annoyance than pure acoustical aspects. Especially for wind turbines, their
high-level visibility of the source will enhance auditory perception, a phenomenon known as multimodal observa-
tions [3]. It has also been shown that economical benefit largely decreases the reported annoyance although it does
not affect its perception [1].
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This paper will investigate further the role of human perception in wind turbine noise annoyance by focusing
on two key concepts, detection and recognition of noise sources. Detection is here defined as purely noticing the
presence of a sound, whereas recognition implies that the noise sources is not only detected but also (correctly)
identified. Naturally, detection is indispensable for actual noise annoyance, but the question is whether annoyance
is more related to simply noticing a sound, or whether specific source recognition needs to be involved. In addition,
recognizing sound source might be facilitated by better detection or vice versa.

To test these hypotheses, two experiments have been conducted. The first is a non-focused listening task
where people rate their annoyance after exposure to background noise fragments, without being informed about
the sources they might hear. When all fragments have been presented, participants are asked to name the sound
sources they have recognized during the experiment. Subsequently, subjects perform a detection task where they
are instructed to identify fragments containing wind turbine noise in a pairwise comparison test.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Recordings of environmental noise

Recordings of noise from wind turbines, highway and local roads have been made with a regularly calibrated
class 1 SVAN 959 (Svantek). For the wind turbine a direct shaft turbine has been chosen with a (maximum) power
of 1800 kW, an 85 m high tower-height and 35 m long blades. During the recording, it functioned properly at
its maximum of 22 rotations per minute. Measurements have been performed at 30 m downwind from the tower,
aligned with the wind direction, at one single spot. For the highway, recordings have been made at 50 m from the
road edge. The noise is continuous, and individual passages could not be identified. As for the local road noise
samples recorded at 15 m, individual car passages could be easily heard as traffic intensity was limited. At the
moment of the measurement, all three noise sources were the dominant part of the soundscape for their respective
recordings, see [11] for a detailed description of recording, fragment selection and post-processing.

2.2. Experiment 1: non-focused listening experiment
In the first non-focused experiment, low levels of wind turbine and road traffic noise are presented to study

annoyance during quiet leisure time activities. The experiment takes place in a listening room decorated as regular
living room. Background noise conditions consist of six samples of 7.5 minutes, this duration is a compromise
between sufficient long exposure to assess annoyance and practically feasible test time. Two of the presented
samples contain only highway noise (1) or wind turbine noise (2), both from sources at 250 m. Furthermore, those
fragments are mixed, once with the wind turbine -10 dB below the highway noise (3) and once equal at 0 dB
signal-to-noise ratio (4). Finally, the wind turbine noise (at 250 m) is mixed with the noise from local roads at
15 m, again at signal-to-noise ratio -10 dB (5) and 0 dB (6). During test, fragments are presented at 40 dB LAeq in
random order.

The experiment has been announced as research about quality of the living environment without any reference
to (wind turbine) noise. During the test, participants are comfortably seated in the living room reading popular
comic books and magazines. After each audio sample, participants are to answer on paper ‘To what degree were
you annoyed by the sounds heard in the previous period?’ on a scale from 0 (not at all annoyed) to 10 (extremely
annoyed). After playing all six fragments, subjects have to complete the question ‘What sounds do you think you
have heard since the start of the experiment?’ by choosing one or more options from a list of common sound
sources like road traffic noise, rustling of leafs and so on. Subsequently, participants were led to the second
experiment.

2.3. Experiment 2: focused listening test for energetic masking of wind turbine noise
In a second part of the experiment, the participants are asked to deliberately listen for the presence of wind

turbine noise in audio samples in a paired-comparison test. The main purpose of this part of the test is finding the
detection limit of wind turbine noise submersed in road traffic noise, 30-second fragments are randomly selected
from the unmixed samples of wind turbine, highway and local roads used in the first experiment. Wind turbine
noise is then mixed with road traffic noise at signal-to-noise ratios between -30 dB and 10 dB to create ten different
fragments, 5 for highway noise and 5 for local road. The fragments are played through high-quality circumaural
headphones at 40 dB(A) to have comparable levels as the first experiment. Calibration has been carried out with a
head-and-torso simulator (Brüel & Kjær type 4128 C) using the non-mixed highway noise fragment.

At the start of the experiment, subjects listened to 30 s of unmixed wind turbine noise. Then, they heard the
ten pairs of road noise fragments, one with and one without wind turbine noise. They could listen several times to
both fragments, but were forced to indicate which fragment contained wind turbine noise before proceeding to the
next pair and could not return afterwards. Each pair contained either noise from highway or from local roads.
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Figure 1 – Barplot of correct detection of wind turbine noise in a paired-comparison focused listening test where
noise from wind turbines is mixed with noise from highway or local roads at different signal-to-noise ratios.

2.4. Test subjects
Fifty listeners between 19 and 71 years old participated, the largest group between 20 and 25 years, 27 women

and 23 men. No history of otological problems had been reported and after the experiment, all had normal hearing
in the range of octave bands between 125 Hz and 8000 Hz with threshold not exceeding 25 dB HL. General socio-
demographic information, noise sensitivity (Dutch adaptation of the Weinstein’s noise-sensitivity scale [12]), noise
sources near their living environment and attitude toward renewable energy have been addressed through a final
survey at the end of the experiment. Here, none of the participants expressed negative feelings toward renewable
energy and only one subject lives nearby wind turbine installations.

3. RESULTS
3.1. annoyance and detection: naive exposure versus focused listening

Reported noise annoyance has been assessed in the first non-focused listening experiment for different mix-
tures of noise from wind turbines, highway and local roads. Mixed-model ANOVA with reported annoyance as
outcome, noise fragment as fixed factor and subject as random factor confirms that reported noise varies signifi-
cantly between noise fragments (p < 0.001). In addition, Tukey post-hoc testing shows that reported annoyance is
only significantly higher for fragments with local road noise compared to the other conditions (α = 0.05), meaning
that the number of noise source per fragment (single or mixture) and the presence of wind turbine noise at different
signal-to-noise ratios (0 dB or -10 dB) does not significantly influences reported annoyance. Here one should keep
in mind that the participants were not a-priori informed about present noise sources.

If wind turbines would be simply inaudible, this could explain why no relationship between their presence
and reported annoyance is found. By contrast, Figure 1 shows that participants are quite capable to distinguish
between fragments with and without wind turbine noise in a paired-comparison task where they are explicitly told
to listen for wind turbine noise. For highway noise, the task becomes clearly harder with decreasing wind turbine-
to-highway noise ratio, but for noise from local roads, results are less signal-to-noise ratio dependent, see [11] for
further elaboration.

As true noise annoyance requires first of all the detection of particular sounds, one could hypothesize that
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Figure 2 – Percentage of reported sound sources after completing the non-focused listening experiment. Green
bars are the sources actually included in the noise fragments (‘Present’), blue bars not (‘Not present’).

subjects who are better at source detection, are also more likely to report more noise annoyance. Indeed, the
relative annoyance for the fragment with only wind turbine noise is significantly moderately correlated with the
total amount of fragments a participant has correctly identified (Pearson ρ = 0.36, = 0.01). Contrary, no clear
correlation has been found for the other fragments. Hence, although participants are shown to be able to detect
the wind turbine noise if they were instructed so—given the results of the focused listening task—the presence
of wind turbine has not markedly altered annoyance compared to traffic noise when participants were uninformed
about the noise sources.

3.2. Detection and recognition: knowing what to listen for
When people are a-priori told to listen for wind turbine noise mixed with other sources, they appear to do this

correctly even at very low signal-to-noise ratios. However, it appears to be much more difficult to recognize the
same noise in a non-focused listening task, as illustrated in Figure 2. After all fragments of the first experiment
had been presented, the vast majority of the subjects has recognized road traffic noise. However, about only half of
them recalled to have heard wind turbine noise whereas a considerable amount said to have recognized noise from
aircraft and/or machinery.

One could hypothesize that detection is facilitated if the listener is generally better at recognizing a particular
sound source. In the second paired-comparison test, the fragments with highway noise show indeed higher de-
tection rates for people recognizing the wind turbines after the first experiment (see Figure 3). Only at -20 dB
signal-to-noise ratio this trend is reversed, but here and below detection scores are close to the limits of pure
guessing. For noise from local roads the distinction of wind turbine recognition is not consistent.

3.3. Annoyance and recognition: focusing in a non-focused task
As shown above in Section 3.1, wind turbine noise as such does not appear to govern the rated annoyance

(Section 3.1). However, this does not exclude that people who actually recognize the wind turbine noise, respond
differently in terms of annoyance than those who don’t. Figure 4 shows for different noise fragments percentages
of reported annoyance (reporting annoyance greater than 0 or not). Especially for wind turbine noise alone, more
annoyance is reported by the participants recognizing the wind turbines. Also in general, this group tends to report
more annoyance, including the fragment with only highway noise. This could suggest that people recognizing the
wind turbine source are in general more focused towards sound (or vice versa for the subjects not recognizing the
wind turbines).
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Figure 3 – Percentages correct detection of wind turbine noise in highway noise per combination of
signal-to-noise ratio and ‘recognition group’, i.e. recognizing wind turbine source after the first non-focused

experiment (Yes) or not (No).
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Figure 4 – Percentages reported annoyance per combination of noise condition and ‘recognition group’. Noise
condition are (mixtures of) wind turbines (W), highway (H) and local road (L) noise at signal-to-noise ratios 0 dB

(0) and -10 dB (-10). Recognition group refers to subjects recognizing wind turbine source after the first
non-focused experiment (Yes) or not (No).

4. DISCUSSION
A very remarkable and somewhat unexpected result in this study is that for the included noise fragments

reported annoyance is little or not related to the wind turbine noise and all the more to the type of road traffic noise,
i.e. local road or highway. This contradicts with several environmental noise studies on reported annoyance at
home [1, 13, 14]. By contrast, the detectability of wind turbine noise in the focused listening task does correspond
close to literature [4]. The results on the detection task confirm that the unexpected annoyance outcome is not
because the noise from the wind turbines is in all mixtures completely energetically masked by the noise from
road traffic. As better detection capabilities are generally not associated with higher reported annoyance—only for
annoyance by the fragment with pure wind turbine noise—these findings suggest that more than pure detection is
needed for annoyance.

Therefore the ability to recognize noise sources in a non-focused listening task is also addressed. On the one
hand, uninformed recognition is a more difficult task, requiring more advanced human processing than detecting
sounds in a paired-comparison task. On the other hand, once a certain sound source has been identified, people’s
feelings, opinions and attitude towards that source determine annoyance. Here, reported annoyance appears to be
generally higher for participants stating to have recognized wind turbines after the first experiment.

Higher annoyance with better recognition could confirm the hypothetical causal path for noise annoyance
starting with noticing the sound followed by an appraisal step. As a first hypothesis, this could be due to neu-
rophysiological differences [15] enabling people to detect better the specific features of wind turbine noise. The
link found between detection and recognition scores could indeed suggest that better recognition is based on better
(neurophysiological) detection abilities, but detection and annoyance are not that clearly associated. Hence, as
stated before, there seems to be more to annoyance than pure neurophysiological characteristics enhancing detec-
tion of sound features. An alternative hypothesis could therefore be that some participants have been paying more
attention to the sound during the test, thus being on the one hand more annoyed, and on the other recognizing more
sounds. Selective attention indeed seems to be an important factor in fine-tuning auditory scene analysis [16]. As
the relationship between recognizing sounds and annoyance appears to be stronger than the relationship between
detection and annoyance, the existence of an underlying factor that affects both annoyance and recognizing sound
sources becomes likely. This does not prove that this factor is attention related, but at least the amount of attention
paid to the sound environment during the test is a plausible explanation.
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This brings us back to the first observation, the discrepancy between the masking abilities of road traffic noise
with respect to annoyance between this experiment and field studies. Here, two underlying mechanisms can be
hypothesized. First of all, it has been shown here and in previous work [10] that wind turbine noise can be quite
easily detected, even in relatively high levels of other sources. However, then the subject has to know what wind
turbines sound like. People living nearby wind turbines of course do, but our participants had little or no experience
in this matter. Recall that at the beginning of the second experiment, a fragment of pure wind turbine noise had
been played so that people knew what to listen for. Second, with wind turbine installations in the environment,
people expect to hear wind turbine noise. This expectancy can be triggered by visual information (e.g. the rotation
of the blades), but also by simply being aware of the installations. In our experiment, the participants did not expect
to hear wind turbine noise. Less familiarity and expectancy with respect to wind turbine noise might explain why
the effect of wind turbines on annoyance is found much lower in this laboratory study compared to in-situ reports.
Further work with more participants has to be carried out to verify whether the observed (lack of) relationship
between annoyance, detection and recognition is confirmed for larger data sets and similar test setup.

5. CONCLUSION
In the presented laboratory experiments remarkable differences are found in response to wind turbine noise

mixed with road traffic noise for a non-focused and focused listening task. On the one hand, participants appear to
detect quite easily wind turbine noise in a paired-comparison tests where they are specifically instructed to listen
for wind turbines. On the other hand, when people have not received prior information on the sounds they are
exposed to, the presence of wind turbine noise does not seem to influence reported annoyance, whereas annoyance
is significantly higher for time-varying noise from local roads compared to more continuous highway noise or
mixtures of highway and wind turbine noise. Furthermore, subjects correctly recognizing wind turbines after non-
focused exposure report in general higher annoyance. These findings suggest that higher level processing like
selective attention, focusing, emotional and/or cognitive processes contribute to reported wind turbine annoyance.
However, further extended research is needed to support this hypothesis.
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